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Workshop at Cogsci 2021 - July 26 (Virtual)

Recent years have witnessed a burst of progress on building formal models of moral decision-
making. In psychology, neuroscience and philosophy, the goal has been to “reverse-engineer” the 
principles of human morality. Meanwhile, in AI ethics, the goal has been to engineer systems that 
can make moral decisions, in some ways inspired by how humans do this. We aim to showcase the 
state of the art in both fields and to show how they can be hybridized into a computational 
cognitive science of morality.

Memory slices by Anna Strasser
DISCLAIMER:  JUST MEMORIES – AIMING FOR CORRESPONDENCE 

WITH REALITY BUT CANNOT GUARANTEE IT.



FIRST SESSION, “REVERSE-ENGINEERING THE MORALITY OF HUMANS”

• focus on the ways that human moral judgment can be studied using a 

reverse-engineering approach

• research using computational methods including computational cognitive 

modeling, rational analysis, and game theory

• Jean-Baptiste André & Nicolas Baumard
• Shaun Nichols
• Sydney Levine, Josh Tenenbaum, Fiery Cushman
• Gillian Hadfiled
• group discussion of morning sessions



Jean-Baptiste André & Nicolas Baumard
• moral computations considering comprehensive consequences

4 IMPLICATIONS

ECTM accounts for the
1. logic of merit

2. universalization principle

3. apparent variability of morality

4. intuitions in moral dilemmas



Reverse engineering parochial 
morality

Shaun Nichols 



Sydney Levine

Josh Tenenbaum, Fiery Cushman



90-second advertisements for posters
1. Parker Crutchfield (Western Michigan University Homer Stryker M.D. School of Medicine) & Scott Scheall (Arizona State 

University), "Ignorance and Moral Judgment“
2. Milan Andrejević, Joshua White, Daniel Feuerriegel, Simon Laham, Stefan Bode (University of Melbourne, Australia), 

"Response time modelling reveals evidence for multiple, distinct sources of moral decision caution"

3. Enda Tan & J. Kiley Hamlin (University of British Columbia), "Probing the links between goal understanding and
sociomoral evaluation in infancy using eye-tracking"

4. Léo Fitouchi, Jean-Baptiste André, Nicolas Baumard (Institut Jean Nicod, ENS, Paris), "Moral disciplining: the cognitive
and evolutionary foundations of puritanical morality"

5. Cillian McHugh (University of Limerick), Marek McGann (Mary Immaculate College), Eric R. Igou (University of Limerick) & 
Elaine L. Kinsella (University of Limerick), "Moral Judgment as Categorization (MJAC)"

6. Rafal Rzepka, Yuki Katsumata & Kenji Araki (Hokkaido University), "Current Language Models Might Not Be Suitable
For Reverse Engineering Moral Wisdom of Crowds"

7. Neele Engelmann & Michael R. Waldmann (Georg-August-University, Göttingen), "How to weigh lives. A 
computational model of moral judgment in multiple-outcomes structures"

8. Sarah Wu, Tobias Gerstenberg (Stanford), "The role of counterfactual reasoning in responsibility judgments"



1. Ignorance and Moral Judgment



3. Probing the links between goal understanding and sociomoral
evaluation in infancy using eye-tracking

https://cic.psych.ubc.ca/research-publications/publications/



7. How to weigh lives. A computational model of moral judgment in 
multiple-outcomes structures



“Learning from Humans to Build Moral AI”

• showcase a series of proposals for building ethical AI that draw insights 

from cognitive science

• how human cognition navigates the complex moral world as a starting 

place to generate engineering solutions to similar problems 

second session

• Dylan Hadfield-Menell & Stuart Russell
• Julia Haas
• Alison Gopnik
• Peter Railton
• Henry Shevlin
• group discussion of afternoon talks
• Sholei Croom facilitates general discussion with

questions for participants
• additional general discussion on any topic related to

the workshop



Dylan Hadfield-Menell & Stuart Russell



Artificial moral cognition

Julia Haas



The biology, intelligence and
computational basis of care

Alison Gopnik



21:15 – Peter Railton

Peter Railton



summarizing the 4 talks

Henry Shevlin, 



10 questions



thanks a lot 
for organizing 
this inspiring 

workshop Organizers


